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      Research about children’s lives should always include the child’s own voice. This book encourages students to think about what they can do to ensure a child is enabled to tell their story and how they view the world, offering valuable insights into what it means to be that child.




  
          Dr Caroline Leeson




              


    
      



 


 
      This book offers a broad perspective on the possibilities of play for research. Particularly useful for dissertation students completing early years degrees. The case studies are a useful addition to complement the complex issues. Inspiring chapters offer thought-provoking ideas about how play research can be used in individual contexts.




  
          Mrs Carly Blackburn




              


    
      



 


 
      This book will support the students wider development of understanding how research can be done with children. It will complement other research books that concentrate on structure. However this will bring a richness as it promotes the child's voice and allows students to think deeper to the importance of capturing this when researching with and alongside children.




  
          Mrs Michelle Bramley-Brookes




              


    
      



 


 
      Excellent resource for early childhood studies students, generating rich discussion around participatory methods and ethical engagement with children and families.




  
          Miss Louise Stafford




              


    
      



 


 
      The book is filling a gap in the enlightning participatory approaches to research in ECEC




  
          Dr Adrijana Visnjic Jevtic
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    This title is also available on SAGE Knowledge, the ultimate social sciences online library. If your library doesn’t have access, ask your librarian to start a trial.
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